Abstract-In Hilbert spaces , through improving some corresponding conditions in some literature and extending some recent relevent results, a strong convergence theorem of some implicit iteration process for pesudocon-traction mappings and explicit iteration process for nonexpansive mappings were established. And by using the result, some iterative solution for some equation of response diffusion were obtained.
Introduction
Let E be Banach space and k be a nonempty closed convex subset of E . Suppose that T is a mapping from K to K ,and ) (T F is a set of fixed point of T with ( )
Assume 
Lemmas and Methods
Lemma 1 [1, 2] 
Lemma 4 [5] Let nonnegative real sequence^ǹ a satisfy the inequaltiy : 1 (1 )
In Hilbert space, [6] Moudaf has get strong convergence theorem of implicit iteration process of nonexpansive mapping, and [7] Xu has improved and extended some relative results in Reference [7] .
In this paper, by applying a new implicit iteration [6] , [7] are widened, and as 0 n E , we can obtain the iterative sequence in Reference [6] , [7] , and then we improve and extend some ralative results and obtain some equation of diffusion by applying the above results.
Let :
T K K o be continuous pseudo constraction mapping , and :
, and we stucture 
Main Results

Theorem 1
Let E be a Hilbert space , and K be a nonempty closed convex subset of E . Assume that (1) and Lemma 3, we obtain
So we have (4) and Lemma 2, we have 
Note.
Theorem 1 improves and extends some relative results in Reference [6] and [7] .
As follows, we will discuss iterative solution of some response diffusion equation . (7). Proof. 
T x T y x y d .
That is said that 1 T is nonexpansive mapping on K .
Using Theorem 1, we obtain the result. Therefore through improving some corresponding conditions in literature [6] , [7] and extending some recent relevent results, Theorem 1 was established. Theorem 1 is a strong convergence theorem of some implicit iteration process for pesudocon-traction mappings and explicit iteration process for nonexpansive mappings . By applying Theorem 1, the iterative solution for some equation of response diffusion was obtained, Theorem 2 was established.
